XCELLERATE®
INSIGHTS
Xcellerate Insights provides a single-entry portal that
enables teams to stay focused on study performance
Increase oversight and strengthen collaboration with
comprehensive study reporting in an interactive dashboard

Overview
Clinical trials can move quickly toward the next milestone, and every member of a study team needs to
be up to date with the latest operational metrics to make informed decisions on how best to proceed.
Xcellerate Insights functions as a trial’s “mission
control” to ensure that every member of the team
can track progress, gain oversight of the CRO
performance and view up-to-date summaries of
operational data in a secure, shared workspace.
Designed to combine two sponsor-centric products,
this system delivers vital, real-time information
on trial performance at the site, study, country
and regional levels through the Xcellerate Study
Summary Reporting (SSR). Project documentation
and other sensitive files can be shared with the
entire study team through the Xcellerate Portal,
enabling effective oversight and reporting.

Benefits of Xcellerate Insights:
▶ Future-proof: custom-built architecture designed to scale to current and future data volumes
▶ Agnostic: integrates into any existing trial management source systems
▶ Easy to use: user-centric web and mobile user interfaces
▶ Effective: fast access to critical information with visualizations for metrics reporting and trending
▶ Efficient: advanced workflow engine to accelerate and automate issue resolution
▶ Compliant: audit trail and history tracking supports adherence to ICH GCP and other guidelines

Learn more about our drug development solutions at
www.covance.com/Xcellerate
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